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Welcome New Members:

Tell a friend about TVFF!
https://guidesly.com/
A wise club member once answered to the question, “How many fly
rods and reels are too many?” He said, “N plus 1.” So true. This
month’s meeting is our annual swap meet, open to members and nonmembers. If you have any unneeded fly fishing gear, bring it to sell or
trade. If you need gear, this is a perfect opportunity to find a good
deal. Rods, reels, fly line, vests, waders, boots, nets, wading staffs,
hooks, fur, feathers, and books. It’s a perfect chance to get to know
each other and socialize! Faith Presbyterian Church, corner of Airport
and Whitesburg, room 201.

This Month

Faith Presbyterian Church Rm 201
ØJuly 14 – Fly Tying, 7 PM
ØJuly 21 – Club Meeting, 7 PM
ØJuly 28 – Fly Tying, 7 PM

Officers and Directors
President: Steve Kerkhof
Vice President: Dana Beyerle
Secretary: Gary Jedlovec
Treasurer: Dave Bailey
Membership: Debbie Hill
Activities: Larry Hice
Education: Fred Kaufmann
Conservation: Bob Lowery
Communications: Connor Baker

Board of Directors Meeting

The next BOD meeting is August 4,
2022, at 7 p.m. in Room 201.
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TVFF Fly Tying Group
Fly tying sessions will be conducted at Faith
Presbyterian Church, Room 201, at 7 p.m.

July 14, 7 PM
Joe’s Shad – Joe Tremblay
Cost: $2.00 in person
I tied this patterned to fool bass that I often see chasing baitfish
on Donavan Lakes while ignoring everything else. This was not
my first attempt at fooling them, but it was my first really
successful pattern.
Even though I only fished it 3 times, (I’m a popper addict), I
caught a 4 pound bass the first time I used it , a smaller one the
2nd and on the last day, I missed one that will haunt me for years
to come. Inspired by Carrie Steven’s feather wing streamers, this
fly is a killer.

July 28, 7 PM
West Yellowstone Hopper – Dick Curtis
Cost: $2.00 in person
I learned this pattern while attending a fly tying class in West
Yellowstone. It’s a simple, but effective hopper pattern consisting of
a dubbed body with a palmered hackle topped with a tan foam over
body, an elk hair wing and the magical legs.
Not long after attending this fly tying class in West Yellowstone. I had
a fishing trip to the Flaming Gorge/Green River in Utah. After having
mixed results using the guide’s hopper, I decided give the West
Yellowstone Hopper a try. I could tell my guide was not impressed
with this simple pattern until my catch numbers and size of fish
increased significantly. It was amazing! Needless to say, the next day
our guide had 6 or 8 West Yellowstone Hoppers in his fly box.

Health Notice: By attending the in-person session you accept responsibility for any and all
associated health risks. Please bring a mask in case of masking rules change.
All are welcome! Fly tying equipment is available for new tyers. Come and discover the joy of
catching fish on a fly you tied or, better yet, one of your own design. The sessions are the 2nd
and 4th Thursdays at 7 p.m.
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Fly Fishing the Cahaba
Early this month, TVFF members Connor Baker and Slade Lutz
both went on (different) guided fishing trips with local Alabama
guide Stephen Rockarts. Slade (shown right with TVFF shirt) had a
particularly good trip, catching multiple bass, including Cahaba
Bass and Alabama Bass. All fish were caught on Calico Fly Rods,
an Alabama company that donates part of its proceeds to
Alabama fisheries (https://www.calicoflyfishing.com/).
Stephen Rockarts specializes in catching Redeye and Alabama
Bass. He primarily offers trips on the Cahaba, knowing that river
like the back of his hand. His trips are a blast and he is an expert
chef when it comes to guide food! For more information, visit his
website at: https://flyfishingalabama.com/.
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Fly Fishing Maine
Mid-June, TVFF members, Joe Tremblay and Debbie Hill had
a fun time fishing remote parts of Maine! The inspiration for
this trip was legendary fly tyer Carrie Stevens (bio). Naturally,
Joe and Debbie fished with some of her legendary patters,
including the Gray Ghost (shown to the left). The prized fish
is the native brookie! However, others were caught,
including massive creek chubs!
Llbean.com

Debbie’s native Maine Brook Trout, caught on the Piscataquis
River near Gilford Maine.

One of Joe’s large creek chubs!
Debbie’s native Maine Brook Trout!
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June TVFF Recap - Alabama Marine Resources Division
June 16th – Club Meeting
Kevin Anson, fisheries section chief of the Alabama
Marine Resources Division of the Alabama Department
of Conservation and Natural Resources, was our June
speaker via remote technology. Anson is responsible for
oversight of the division’s biological staff that maintains
programs to collect data important for fisheries
management.
Importantly,
he’s
also
Alabama’s
designated
representative to the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries
Management Council. It’s a 17-member advisory body to
the National Marine Fisheries Service on fish
management issues in 186,200 nautical miles of federal
waters outside the boundaries of the five Gulf coastal
states.
When you think of Gulf fishing management, think red
snapper and amberjack, among other species. The
various fisheries groups deal with all the interests in Gulf
fishing – recreation, commercial, biological, and
conservation. The varied interests gather statistics and
public and government agency testimony to provide
accurate statistics for rule making.

June 23rd – Fly Tying
Ted Crona was our lead for the second fly tying session
in June. Ted led us in tying a Faux Fur Zonker. This was a
fun fly to tie, with lots of materials from Walmart. Ted
came up with this fly for the Sowbug Roundup in
Mountain Home Arkansas. We had great turnout for this
fly. Let us know if you all catch anything on it!

Another special guest we had during our June
meeting!
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Tims Ford Dam Releases Into Elk River Explained – Dana Beyerle
Recently while fishing the Elk River below Tims Ford Dam with TVFF member Andy King, we wondered aloud
about water releases and how they relate to cold-water fishing downstream. I contacted the Tennessee Valley
Authority about the issue right after heavy rainfall and got informative information. By the way, Tims Ford Dam
has been operating for 50 years this year, providing flood control and power generation. The cold water from
the dam also enables several species of trout to exist for anglers and the dam’s regulated flow in the summer
protects several important species downstream.
Here’s what the chief engineer emailed: “The TVA has an agreement with the U.S Fish and Wildlife to not use
the generator when the water temperatures get to a certain temperature in the lake for the benefit of
endangered warm water fish species downstream of the dam. This generally happens from late spring to early
fall every year. (In other words, the dam doesn’t generate power during the summer and only releases when
heavy rain raises the lake level.)
“Most dams have multiple means of passing water. Tims Ford has 3 options to pass water:
“Generator (cold water) – generally our preferred method of releasing water since it provides a source of
cheap source of electricity for rate payers. Sluice (cold water) – (a pipe with a valve that controls the flow of
water) – generally used when the generator is not running to provide minimum flows for downstream water
supply and aquatic needs. Spill (warmer water) – allows us to pass water if the generator is not available
and/or we cannot sluice enough water to meet our release requirement.
“The total water in the channel below Tims Ford will always be the sum of the 3 flows. A lot of our operations
for Tims Ford are covered here. From May 1 to October 15, with very rare exception, we only sluice and spill
water to pass what we need to in order to maintain reservoir elevations.
“During summer, our preference for releases is sluice (colder water), but times like now exist when we must
also spill to maintain the lake elevation at an appropriate level. Spillway water is the warmest of the 3 release
options but the water is often cooler than the surface water temperature of the lake because water comes
from the middle layers of the reservoir.
“To spill water, the gates are lifted a certain amount. The total flow is related to how much each gate is opened
(currently each gate is open up to 1 foot). In this picture, the water comes out just above where the steel gate
meets the top of the concrete (spillway crest).
“We do share water temperature data measured by Fayetteville. Right now, you can see spilled water has
cooled temperatures since we started spilling (meaning that the spilled water is likely much cooler than the
background 68-70F measured before spill started). The water generally warms up as it moves downstream, so
the water just below the dam is currently cooler than the 64F measured at Fayetteville.” – Dana Beyerle.
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Searching for the Wrong-Eyed Bass in ’Bama (The Drake)
The following excerpt was borrowed from print fly fishing magazine, The Drake. The article was written by John
Agricola and published Fall 2021. This article mentions two friends of the club and previous guest speakers: Matt
Lewis, author of Fly Fishing for Redeye Bass; Drew Morgan, owner and head guide of East Alabama Fly Fishing.
The entire article was published online and can be found here.

Photo by Craig Godwin from drakemag.com

“There are two primary fishing cultures in Alabama: 1) The esoteric and exceedingly idealistic group of anglers
that enjoy flyfishing and eating greasy Jack’s biscuits before a fishing trip. 2) Ricky-Bobby types who fish with
junk baits. Needless to say, tournament pros burning up the interstates and roaring across impoundments with
their 250-horse motors vastly outnumber those with “tippet” on their shopping list.
“When I got a call from Drake editor Tom Bie asking if I would participate in a “redeye bass familiarization trip”
hosted by the Lake Martin Tourism Association, my initial reaction was wariness. Because I knew the truth: East
Alabama Fly Fishing founder, Drew Morgan, had pulled another promotional trick from his sleeve by inviting a
few media types, via a PR proxy, to come view his mastery of the Tallapoosa River. After all, he’s got the rowing
and guiding dialed, so it wouldn’t be hard for him to connect any visiting writer to an Alabama bass, all the while
masquerading as the oblivious, humble host of an event that he himself concocted. The rest of us guides would
follow behind, naturally, fighting over whatever dregs Lord Drew left behind.
Tom listened politely while I shared these views, then informed me, “John, I meant you’d participate as the
writer.”
Oh. This was welcome news. And also convenient, since—in my agitated state—I’d forgotten that I actually work
for Drew, as a guide. Was I really about to go on a guided fishing trip and write about it—for money? I had, just
weeks prior, chosen this exact ambition as my ultimate professional goal—now reached! My dreams—fulfilled!!
My prayers—answered!!!"
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The Catch with Catch and Release
The following article excerpt is from FFI’s Fly Fisher Magazine. It was
published in their Fall/Winter 2021 magazine. It highlights the importance of
catch and release. TVFF promotes catch and release, it is proven to help
strengthen fisheries and increase fish populations. The entire article can be
found here.
It’s no secret that many populations of wild salmon, steelhead, tarpon, striped
bass and other aquatic species are threatened. Likewise, it’s well-known that
these populations’ pronounced decline comes as a direct result of human
activity; what scientists call anthropogenic pressures. These pressures
come in many forms and operate at many geographic scales, including habitat degradation in local streams,
overfishing and by-catch of regional stocks, and the global stresses of climate change. Over the past 30 years,
there has also been an awakening by fisheries scientists and anglers as to the impacts of another threat to fish
survival and population health: recreational angling— including the practice of catch and release.
Science focused on catch-and-release angling has shown
that physical injury and physiological stress caused by
capture and handling can influence the fate of fish.
However, research also demonstrates that many of
these impacts are in an angler’s control and can be
greatly reduced by changes in angler behavior.

Photo from keepfishwet.org

Crimping the barb on a hook, for example, can reduce
physical injury and the amount of time a fish needs to be
handled before release. This becomes even more
important when you consider that many of our most
treasured species are caught multiple times over their
lifetime or even within a single season, and that many

more fish are caught and released than kept in North America. As such, getting more anglers to learn and
adopt science-based best practices for catch-and-release is an essential step towards establishing resilient and
sustainable recreational fisheries.
With the above in mind, our mission at Keep Fish Wet is to help anglers improve the outcome for each fish they
release. We make the science of catch-and-release and related best practices accessible and understandable.
We help sidestep scientific journal paywalls and translate scientific jargon so that science-based best practices
can reach a broad cross-section of the recreational angling community. Tied to our mission, we firmly believe
that access to this type of knowledge should be barrierfree, thus we made the conscious decision to forgo a
membership structure and make our information available at no cost.
At Keep Fish Wet, we work to build a community of informed angler-activists and aim to change social norms
about how fish are caught and released. By fostering a community of anglers to help guide our own actions and
to socially reinforce conservation values, we can help secure the future of fish and fishing. We start important
conversations within the angling community, help anglers remain curious and provide a foundation for those
who care about wild fish. We believe that, as anglers, we have a responsibility to help create more resilient
fisheries through the use of science-based best practices.
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Additional News
Fly Tyer’s Weekend
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Fly Tyers Weekend (FTW) is returning in 2022,
Saturday-Sunday, November 5th – 6th, at
Tremont Lodge & Resort in Townsend,
Tennessee. Many expert tyers will be
demonstrating their skills. It is a good chance for
novice and expert tyers alike to learn new fly
tying skills and techniques.
For more information, please contact Anthony
Hipps, Fly Tyer’s Weekend Coordinator.
Office Phone: (336) 632-7518
Home Phone: (336) 249-0338

Due to conflicts with the new owners of
Tremont Lodge & Resort, Fly Tyer’s weekend is
cancelled for 2022

Stickers for Sale
While getting our shirts
embroidered with the TVFF logo,
Joe Tremblay purchased roughly
150+ stickers for the club. These
stickers will be for sale at monthly
meetings and fly tying. We have
two sizes, medium (3.5 inches in
diameter) and small (1.5 inches in
diameter). Medium are $3 and
small are $1. If interested please
see treasurer, Dave Bailey.
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Fly Line Recycling

Flyvines is a Montana company that “upcycles” used fly line
into bracelets, lanyards, dog collars, sunglass straps and other
useful items that give used fly line a second life. The picture
shows used fly line collected by TVFF in 2019 that didn’t end
up in a landfill. The pandemic kept us from doing that in 2020
but we’d like to participate again this year. If you respool your
fly reels with new line then please coil it up and bring it to us.
TVFF will pack it in a box and send it Flyvines. It is a small
thing you can do to be kind to the environment and support
our conservation efforts.

Casting for Recovery Fly Boxes

On the right is one of the 14 fly boxes that TVFF donated to the
Alabama Casting for Recovery retreat back in 2019. TVFF is always
looking for more flies to add to the box for future events. If
interested, choose a fly and tie or purchase 14 of them. When you
have your set or multiple sets of 14 flies ready for collection, bring
them to any club activity or contact Casting for Recovery
volunteer Debbie Hill. TVFF will provide the boxes for your
donated flies. This fall we will be filling the fly boxes that will be
donated to the Alabama Casting for Recovery retreat. Debbie
keeps a list of flies that have been tied or purchased, but
duplicates are welcome. https://castingforrecovery.org/

Fill-A-Box (When we meet at church)
Faith Presbyterian Church sponsors this to assist seniors in our
area who are identified as food-insecure. Please help TVFF
support this worthwhile activity by bringing one item from the
list to the next meeting:
1 box of low-sugar, high fiber CEREAL
1-2 boxes of instant OATMEAL; 1-2 boxes of BREAKFAST BARS
4-5 cans of TUNA, HAM, CHICKEN
6-8 cans of low-sugar FRUIT; 6-8 cans of SOUP
6-8 cans of low-salt VEGTABLES
3-5 boxes of LOW-PREP MEALS (Hamburge rHelper, Mac n’
Cheese)
2-3 bottles/jars of Condiments (mayo, ketchup, oil, etc.)
1 jar of PEANUT BUTTER; 1-2 packs of SNACKS/DESSERT
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TVFF Job Jar
YOU CAN HELP!
Click on a Job listed below and send an
email to volunteer or to obtain
additional information.
This is your opportunity to support TVFF
without signing up for a long term
commitment.
Your help is needed and greatly
appreciated.

Manage the TVFF Job Jar - Update this page monthly and coordinate requests.
Provide flies for the TVFF Casting for Recovery (CfR) Fly Box – Tie or purchase 14 flies of the
same pattern for the TVFF CfR Fly Box. Contact the TVFF program manager prior to selecting
the pattern to avoid duplicates. Fly boxes will be donated annually.
CfR provides free healing retreats for women breast cancer survivors in various stages of
treatment and recovery. CfR’s retreats offer women opportunities to find inspiration,
discover renewed energy for life, and experience healing connections with other women
and nature.
Club News Contributor - Provide the Communication Director content of interest geared
toward our members such as activities, articles, trip reports, etc.
Official TVFF Photographer(s) - Photograph TVFF events and email photos to the
Communication Director.
Safety Pin Flies - Tie some safety pin flies to be given to visitors at TVFF outreach activities.
This simple to tie pattern is very popular with younger visitors. Demand is always great and
outstrips our supply; we never have enough.
Manage TVFF Calendar - Update TVFF Google Calendar with events provided by BOD.
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July Holidays
July 4th

This day is a triple play. There is the holiday that we all know -

Independence Day (USA)

The Second Continental Congress adopts the Declaration of
Independence in 1776 but other notable events have occurred on this
day:
Thomas Jefferson and John Adams both died on July 4th in 1826.
“My Country ‘Tis of Thee: was written for a July 4th celebration in Boston
in 1831
The U.S. Military academy in West Point, New York was opened on July
4th, 1802
There are some less notable National days recognized on this day

National BBQ Ribs Day

After all, besides apple pie and baseball, a nice slab of ribs
would be a great way to celebrate the 4th.
But this next one is a little harder to connect with the 4th.

National Caesar Salad Day

The Caesar Salad was created by Chef Caesar Cardini at his restaurant in
Tijuana, Mexico. It gained notoriety when the chef prepared the salad at
the table of some Hollywood celebrities during an Independence day
weekend in 1924.
The salad is famous for it’s dressing which is sometimes prepared at the
table as Chef Cardini did. If your waiter asks you what dressing you want
on your Caesar salad, you probably shouldn’t trust his wine
recommendation either.

National Strawberry Sundae Day
Date celebrated: July 7th

All good people enjoy a strawberry sundae. I might not wait until
July 7th. I might be enjoying mine on July 4th. The Caesar salad can
wait.
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Our Sponsors
“Click on ad for link“
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